FUTANGUE HOTEL & SPA
EXCURSION MENU

EXCURSION
MENU

EXPLORE THE
PATAGONIAN ANDES
IN FUTANGUE PARK
IN FUTANGUE it’s possible to do activities to suit all tastes and interests including sports and
nature, leisure and cultural tours of fascinating variety.
Most excursions are operated within the park, by Futangue Hotel & Spa. But, we also offer a
selection of alternative tours in the Lake Ranco area, including some operated by third parties,
for those wishing to explore more of the beautiful surroundings of our region. All excursions
operated by third parties have an additional cost and are subject to availability. These are:
Kayaking in the Calcurrupe river, rafting and rappelling in the Riñinahue river. We suggest to
book these activities in advance.
You can choose between full day excursions with lunch included (from 4 to 6 hrs) or two half
day excursions (between 2 and 5 hrs each), allowing you to return to the hotel for lunch after
the first excursion and then leave again in the afternoon. The excursions are shared with other
hotel guests with a guide for every eight people.
We have designed three excursion categories to help our guests to plan their ideal experience
during their stay. These are: Soft Adventure, Active Experience and Fly Fishing.
Our guides, will be able to recommend the best activities for you, which can be booked at the
hotel, according to the program and the weather conditions at the time.
If you have a preference for a specific activity, please let us know about it, so that we can
prepare your ideal trip, enabling us to help you make unforgettable memories of your visit to
Chile.

EXCURSION
C AT E G O R I E S

SOFT
ADVENTURE

ACTIVE
EXPERIENCE

FLY
FISHING

For those looking for relaxed activities,

For thrill-seekers looking for sports and adventures

For anglers, we have a varied menu of

not too physically demanding and

with greater levels of adrenaline and effort.

spectacular locations, both inside and outside
our reserve.

focused on discovering the region of
Lake Ranco and Futangue Private Park.

*Kayaking in the Calcurrupe River, rafting and
rappelling in the Riñinahue River, are excursions

*Fly Fishing excursions have an additional cost.

operated by third parties and have an additional

*Please ask for special Fly Fishing program.

cost.

MAP OF
THE AREA
1. LAKE RANCO

2. CALCURRUPE RIVER
3. HUAPI ISLAND

4. ILLAHUAPI PENINSULA
5. ILLE MOUNTAIN
6. MAIHUE LAKE

7. RIÑINAHUE WATERFALLS / BEACH ACCESS
8. FUTANGUE HOTEL & SPA / TRAHUILCO MEADOWS
9. DARWIN`S TRAIL
10. MAYO MOUNTAIN / HANGING BRIDGE
11. PITREÑO LAKE
12. PICHI LAKE
13. SKY TRAIL
14. LOS COIPOS LAKE

15. HUISHUE LAKE
16. LAVA FIELDS
17. GREEN LAKE
18. PUYEHUE NATIONAL PARK
Darwin's Frog - Rhinoderma darwinii

SOFT
ADVENTURE

SIGHTSEEING
LOS COIPOS LAKE

S I G H T S E E I N G R I Ñ I N A H U E WAT E R FA L L S
AND HANGING BRIDGE LOOP

Start the day with a stunning drive through the virgin forest, following the Futangue River

Immerse yourself in this astonishing trail and walk through one of the best examples of

valley to this hidden lake. Hike over charming moss covered pathways and see nature

the Chilean native forest in Futangue Park. Listen to the fascinating song of the Chucao,

reigning over the landscape at first hand. Lie back on the pier with a cocktail, while we

one of the region’s most iconic birds. Cross the hanging bridge and gaze at the beautiful

prepare a delicious Patagonian barbecue in the “Quincho”, or explore the trails around

waterfall running beneath your feet. On the way back we stop in the amazing Riñinahue

the lake.

Waterfalls, which hosted the Red Bull Cliff Diving World Tour Final in 2017.

Location: 14 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: EASY - How: BY CAR AND ON FOOT

Location: 7, 10 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: EASY - How: BY CAR AND ON FOOT

SOFT
ADVENTURE

DARWIN’S TRAIL

HORSE RIDING
TRAHUILCO MEADOWS

Give your camera a workout on the search for the gorgeous Darwin’s Frog, a leaf-like

Enjoy a horse ride among picturesque flower-filled meadows, turquoise waterfalls, and

amphibian from the temperate forest, now considered an endangered species. Learn

centuries-old trees, through the Trahuilco valley, inside the private reserve. On the way we

about this fascinating creature from a local guide. The best chance of spotting the frog

make some stops on the beautiful Riñinahue River and a lookout point with 360° views

is in January and February, but only if you manage to see through its camouflage!

of the mountains and volcanoes around the hotel.

Location: 9 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: EASY - How: HIKE

Location: 8 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: EASY

ACTIVE
EXPERIENCE

PICHI LAKE
TRAIL

KAYAKING
PICHI LAKE

The excursion begins with picturesque landscapes of fields and meadows. Then enters a

Paddle amid lush vegetation on stunning Pichi Lake, which nestles like a gem in the

gentle track that borders the Riñinahue River, overlooking different pools and cascades.

midst of a native forest-covered mountain amphitheater. We start at the dock and

We move on into the majestic native forest until reaching Pichi Lake which is at the feet

disembark at El Encanto beach, with breathtaking views of the lake. Then, we make a

of an amphitheater of mountains and waterfalls. From the lake we start a short hike to

short hike to the hidden Black Lagoon.

the nearest lookout points to appreciate the wonderful sights of the area.

Location: 12 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: MODERATE - How: BIKE / HORSE

Location: 12 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: MODERATE

ACTIVE
EXPERIENCE

LAVA FIELDS
TRAIL

GREEN
LAKE

Discover the otherworldly scenery of “Piedras Quemadas,”a remote and almost

This is a demanding hike that leads to a mysterious sunken forest formed by a huge

unexplored river of volcanic lava that flowed through the land back in 1922. Marvelous

volcanic eruption in 1922. On the lake, we paddle across to the other side to find

stones covered with moss embellish the landscape everywhere you look. Come and

amazing fumaroles and hot springs. The beginning of the hike passes through Pichi Lake

learn about Futangue’s fascinating geological history, surrounded by astonishing

and spectacular lava fields called “Piedras Quemadas”.

mountains and the sound of rushing water from a nearby creek.

Location: 16 - Duration: FULL DAY - Difficulty: HIGH - How: HIKE

Location: 17 - Duration: FULL DAY - Difficulty: STRENUOUS - How: HIKE

ACTIVE
EXPERIENCE

MAYO

SKY TRAIL

M O U N TA I N
Conquer the summit of “Cerro Mayo” at nearly 4,250 feet and get ready for breathtaking

Walk up through native lenga woods to the park’s highest viewpoint at more than 4,430

360-degree vistas of the Patagonian Andes. From the top, take a look at some of the

feet. Marvel at the extraordinary panorama of lakes, mountains, and snowcapped

greatest volcanoes in Chile and Argentina. Learn about the native plants and animals of

volcanoes. Take a break, enjoy the tranquility at the summit and perhaps spot some

the Valdivian rainforest, considered to be one of the world’s 34 biodiversity hotspots.

wildlife. Soak up spectacular views of Pitreño Lake. Walk along an impressive cliff side
path while gazing at the majestic southern face of Cerro Mayo.

Location: 10 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: HIGH - How: HIKE

Location: 13 - Duration: FULL DAY - Difficulty: HIGH / STRENUOUS - How: HIKE

ACTIVE
EXPERIENCE

KAYAKING THE
CALCURRUPE RIVER

RAPPELLING RIÑINAHUE
WAT E R FA L L S

Located in one of the most beautiful valleys of the Andes, this is the largest river that flows

Only 5 minutes away from the hotel, this awe-inspiring waterfall gives you the chance to

into Lake Ranco, offering a wonderful family tour. We will paddle 10 miles from the

descend using ropes, from the top at more than 114 feet, while you gaze at the two picture-

beginning of the river on Maihue Lake, passing by forest-covered mountains and astonishing

perfect waterfalls as they plunge into a deep blue pool, surrounded by hanging gardens,

Patagonian landscapes. A memorable outdoor experience that’s not to be missed. In the

cascading down the rocks. This same spot played host to the Red Bull Cliff Diving World Tour

middle of the trip we stop for a delicious tradicional lunch in a barbecue area attended by

Final in 2017. This excursion is operated by a third party and requires a minimum of four

its local owners, representatives of the Mapuche culture. This excursion is operated by a third

people and a maximum of ten people.

party and requires a minimum of two people over fifteen years old and a maximum of ten
people.
Location: 2 - Duration: FULL DAY - Difficulty: MODERATE - Travel Time: 0:45

Location: 7 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: EASY

ACTIVE
EXPERIENCE

RAFTING
RIÑINAHUE RIVER
The Riñinahue River is a pristine mountain river surrounded by beautiful native forest. Enjoy
the adventure of floating down through its class 3 rapids and marvel at its turquoise pools
and wild nature scenery. After heavy rain the river can double its water level and also the
adrenaline involved in the experience. This excursion is operated by a third party and requires
a minimum of four people over fourteen years old and a maximum of twelve people.

Location: 8 - Duration: HALF DAY - Difficulty: EASY - MODERATE

Tucúquere - Bubo virginianus magellanicus

FLY
FISHING

PICHI
LAKE

LOS COIPOS
LAKE

A surprising drive through the native forest bordering the impressive “Riñinahue River”,

The guests will be driven to fish at the hidden Los Coipos Lake, smaller than Pichi Lake, it

will take the anglers to “Pichi Lake”; a trout fishing dream-come-true, which started six

also has an interesting population of wild brown and rainbow trout. A picnic will be

decades ago, when rainbow trout were introduced there. Ideally this excursion should

served at lunchtime on a lovely pier with beautiful views. (No one else is there; just the

be planned for a whole day; however it is possible to return to the hotel for lunch and

guests and the surrounding, virgin, untouched native forest.) There is a trail that climbs

continue the fishing during the evening.

over the ridge and it is a fantastic experience and a photographer’s paradise.

Location: 12 - Duration: HALF DAY / FULL DAY - Travel time: 0:25 - How: FROM THE BOAT AND WADING

Location: 14 - Duration: FULL DAY - Travel time: 0:50 - How: FROM THE BOAT

FLY
FISHING

PITREÑO
LAKE

CALCURRUPE
RIVER

Another small lake at 3400 feet/ 1040 meters. Getting there is a true adventure, because

The Calcurrupe River empties the Maihue Lake into Lake Ranco. The structure of this unique

there is no road suitable for cars. After leaving the car, we drive for 25 minutes on quad

river makes it one of the most attractive trout rivers in the world. Crystal clear waters with rapids

bike. The landscape is extraordinary and the area is incredibly isolated. The only sounds are

and pools make up one of the most legendary rivers of the angling world. There are brown and

the breeze through the forests and the birdsong, except once in a while, the screaming of

rainbow trout and occasionally during the Autumn, a few Chinook salmon. Often these fish

your reel as well! The “Pitreño Lake” has crystal clear water and excellent stocks of both

grow to trophy sizes due to the incredible amount of food available. The anglers will fish the

rainbow and brown trout. For this excursion, arrangements must be made in advance.

river by boat with expert boatmen and in many places it’s possible to wade. The Calcurrupe
River has special regulations to protect the quality of the fisheries.

Location: 11 - Duration: FULL DAY - Travel time: 1:00 - How: FROM THE BOAT

Location: 2 - Duration: HALF DAY / FULL DAY - Travel time: 0:45 - How: FROM THE BOAT AND WADING

FLY
FISHING

HUISHUE

RIÑINAHUE

LAKE

RIVER

This neighboring private reserve located at the foot hills of the Andes mountain range,
has abundant fishing in its waters, as well as in all its tributaries. Here, anglers might try
their luck for catching a trophy, due to the amazing sizes, combativeness and quantity
of rainbow and brown trout that inhabit the lake. From the boat you can see huge
waterfalls and impressive granite towers.

Location: 15 - Duration: FULL DAY - Travel time: 1:00 - How: FROM THE BOAT

The place where the river meets the lake is quite open, surrounded by beaches and a good
place for wading. The bottom is mainly gravel and sand. This is one of the classic “boca fishing”
spots, where the cruising trout feed around the plume of the current as it enters the lake.
Long and accurate casts are required to cover the water. It is one of the most challenging
spots in the area, and many trophy trout are caught here. The background scenery is the
beautiful Ranco Lake with its many islands and some high mountains at the southern side.
Location: 7 - Duration: HALF DAY - Travel time: 0:10 - How: WADING

CONTACT INFORMATION

Explore the patagonian andes in #ParqueFutangue
40 °19’56 .24”S
72°13’38 .14”O

RESERVATIONS
reservations@futangue.com
+56 2 27060381
Available Monday to Friday from 9:00 to 13:30 and 15:00 to 17:30
Head office address: Av. Las Condes 11.400, Of 101.
Santiago, Chile.

Park location: Ruta T-85 Km. 22, Riñinahue, Lago Ranco.
Chilco - Fuchsia magellanica

Weekend contact / Emergency contact: +56 9 447 26646

www.parquefutangue.com

Monito del Monte - Dromiciops gliroides

